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RULES 
 
 
1) One Loft Race / derby / futuritys that have used the PAMPA DERBY LIVE service during the year 
2023 will participate, with the exception of the BRAZIL OLRs where the 2022 editions will be taken 
since due to the current avian flu situation they could not hold the competitions during the year 
2023. 
 
2) To calculate the results, the cup organizer will select 3 races from each collombodrome where 
the sum of distances of the 3 selected races is less than 1300 km. 
 
3) A coefficient will be calculated on those pigeons that have arrived within 40% in the 3 races. 
 
4) To calculate the coefficient, we use the  "GRAND PRIX F.C.I." formula:  
 
 Coeficient = (Rank_Pigeon x 1000) / (Distance_KM x Basketed_Pigeons) 
 
5) There will be a results table per pigeon and a results table per OLR. 
 
6) Results per pigeon: The pigeon that obtains the lowest coefficient will be the winner. 
 
7) Results by pigeon track: the coefficients of your 10 best classified pigeons will be added. The 
fancier with the lowest coefficient will be the winner. 
If the fancier does not have 10 classified pigeons, no coefficient will be calculated. 
 
8) There will be a GENERAL position table where more than 16,000 pigeons participate in 31 OLRs 
in 6 countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, Ecuador and Mexico) and there will also be a 
position table by country. 
  
9) The winning pigeon in the general table will receive a PAMPA LIVE device as a prize. 
 
10) The winning OLR of the general standings will receive a diploma of sporting merit, will have a 
prominent place on the www.PAMPA.live website and will wear a champion badge throughout the 
year 2024. 
 
11) The results will be published on Friday, December 29, 2023. 
 
12) The 500 pigeons with the best coefficient will be able to download their diploma in high 
resolution for free from the website www.PAMPA.live. 


